A large variety of dynamical systems, such as chemical and biomolecular systems, can be seen as networks of nonlinear entities. Prediction, control, and identification of such nonlinear networks require knowledge of the state of the system. However, network states are usually unknown, and only a fraction of the state variables are directly measurable. The observability problem concerns reconstructing the network state from this limited information. Here, we propose a general optimization-based approach for observing the states of nonlinear networks and for optimally selecting the observed variables. Our results reveal several fundamental limitations in network observability, such as the trade-off between the fraction of observed variables and the observation length on one side, and the estimation error on the other side. We also show that, owing to the crucial role played by the dynamics, purely graphtheoretic observability approaches cannot provide conclusions about one's practical ability to estimate the states. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our methods by finding the key components in biological and combustion reaction networks from which we determine the full system state. Our results can lead to the design of novel sensing principles that can greatly advance prediction and control of the dynamics of such networks.
of the Kalman filter [19, 20] , particle filters [21, 22] , moving horizon estimation (MHE) techniques [23, 24] , and others [25] . However, the applicability of such approaches to large-scale nonlinear networks has not been investigated under the realistic conditions of a limited number of sensor nodes and a limited observation horizon.
Here, we propose a unified, optimization-based framework for observing the states and optimally selecting the sensors in nonlinear networks, thereby offering a general solution to both problem (i ) and problem (ii ) under the same framework. We adopt the basic formulation of the open-loop MHE approach [23, 24] , and formulate the state estimation problem as an optimization problem. Consequently, our approach can easily take into account various state constraints (e.g., min-max bounds and even nonlinear constraints). Moreover, the MHE approach enables us to study the influence of the observation horizon on the state estimation performance.
To the best of our knowledge, our approach is the most scalable procedure currently available for sensor selection in nonlinear systems (not only in networks). We present extensive comparisons with existing approaches for validation. In addition, unlike other state-of-the-art methods for nonlinear state estimation [19, 26, 27] , our approach is capable of explicitly accounting for stiff nonlinear dynamics in a computationally efficient manner.
Our solution reveals the significant implication that, by virtue of realistic limitations in numerical and modeling precision, explicit state determination often requires a larger number of sensors than predicted from graph-theoretic approaches; moreover, the sensor nodes can depend strongly on the dynamical parameters even when the OID remains the same. This is illustrated in Fig. 1 for simple networks within the framework we present below.
We validate our approach by performing extensive numerical experiments on biological [28] [29] [30] and combustion reaction [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] networks, which are examples par excellence of systems with nonlinear (and also stiff) dynamics. In particular, we specifically selected networks whose control is a subject of current research [37] [38] [39] . The numerical results enable us to detect which species concentrations and genes/gene products are the most important for the accurate state determination of these networks, thus demonstrating the efficacy of our method to reconstruct network states from limited measurement information.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we postulate the models we consider, and define the state estimation and sensor selection problems. Our approach to state estimation is presented in Section III, while the results on the optimal sensor selection are detailed in Section IV. In Section V we present and discuss our numerical experiments on the combustion and biological networks. Our conclusions are presented in Section VI. comparison between c and d further shows that the optimal sensor placement (directly observed masses) depends not only on the OID but also on the dynamical parameters. Note that this is the case even though each network has as single (root) SCC. 
II Problem formulation
We focus on the general class of nonlinear networks described by a model of the forṁ
where q (x) : R n → R n is a nonlinear function at least twice continuously differentiable, and x ∈ R n represents the network state. Without loss of generality, we assume that a single state variable is associated to each node in the network. With the model in equation (1) we associate a measurement equation:
where y(t) ∈ R r , r ≤ n, is the output (measurement) vector and C ∈ R r×n . The essential notation used in this paper is summarized in Table 1 . The entries of C are zero except for a single entry of 1 in each row, corresponding to a sensor. For simplicity and brevity, in this paper we do not consider the effect of noise in equation (2); however this effect can be evaluated using existing methods.
We develop a state estimation method on the basis of models obtained by discretizing the continuoustime model in equation (1) . The discretization of the continuous dynamics at an early stage of the estimator design is a standard technique [6, 19, 23, 24] that simplifies calculations, and is justified by the discreteness of the data usually obtained in real experiments [6] . In particular, we postulate models based on discretization schemes that can perform well even if the continuous-time model in equation (1) is stiff, which is often the case, for example, for reaction networks. We consider models based on the backward Euler (BE), trapezoidal implicit (TI) and two-stage implicit Runge-Kutta (IRK) discretization techniques [40] . The BE technique leads to the model x k = x k−1 + hq (x k ), where h > 0 is a discretization step, x k = x(kh), and k = 0, 1, . . ., is a discrete-time step. The TI technique leads to the model x k = x k−1 + 0.5h (q (x k ) + q (x k−1 )). Finally, the model postulated on the basis of the IRK technique is
where ζ ζ ζ 1,k , ζ ζ ζ 2,k ∈ R n are vectors needed to compute x k once vector x k−1 has been determined. With the introduced models we associate an output equation,
where y k ∈ R r is defined analogously to x k .
Models of real networks often involve modeling uncertainties. To emulate these uncertainties, we use the model in equation (1) as a data-generating model, acting as a "real" physical system whose state we want to estimate. The observation data are generated by numerically integrating equation (1) using a more accurate technique than the ones considered above. This way, we are able to validate the performance of our observation strategy against the model uncertainties originating from the difference between the discrete-time model formulations and the model in equation (1) .
Using the model formulations described above, our first goal is to estimate the initial state x 0 from a set of observations O N = {y 0 , y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y N −1 }, where N is the observation length. The illustration in Fig. 1 , for example, was generated using the IRK model for h = 0.01 and N = 200. Our second goal is to choose an optimal set of r sensor nodes that allows for the most accurate reconstruction of the initial state, where this set can be constrained not to include specific nodes in the network.
III Initial state estimation
To begin, from equation (6) we define
. . . ,
Using the column vector g = col (g 0 , g 1 , . . . , g N −1 ) ∈ R N r , and on the basis of equation (7), we can define the following equation:
where g (x 0 ) : R n → R N r is a nonlinear vector function of the initial state (i.e., equation (8) represents a system of nonlinear equations). The vector g is only a function of x 0 because the states in the sequence {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x N −1 } are coupled together through the postulated state-space models, and they depend only on x 0 . To proceed, it is beneficial to introduce the notation y = col (y 0 , y 1 , . . . , y N −1 ) ∈ R N r and w = col (Cx 0 , Cx 1 , . . . , Cx N −1 ) ∈ R N r , where w = w (x 0 ). From equation (8) , it follows that
The network is observable if the initial state x 0 can be uniquely determined from the set of observations O N . A formal definition of the observability of discrete-time systems is given in [41] : the system is said to be uniformly observable on a set Ω ⊂ R n if ∃N > 0 such that the map w (x 0 ) is injective as a function of x 0 . A sufficient condition for observability in Ω for some N is given by the rank condition rank (J (x 0 )) = n ∀ x 0 ∈ Ω, where J (x 0 ) ∈ R N r×n is the Jacobian matrix of the map w (x 0 ) [41] . In order to satisfy the rank condition, the Jacobian matrix should be at least a square matrix, which tells us that the observation length N should satisfy N r ≥ n. Beyond justifying this constraint, however, the rank condition cannot be applied directly because x 0 is unknown a priori.
It is immediate that the existence and uniqueness of the solution of equation (8) inside of a domain guarantee the observability in this domain. For square systems in equation (8) (i.e., N r = n), the Kantorovich theorem [42] gives us a condition for the existence and the uniqueness of the solution. In particular, the Kantorovich theorem tells us that equation (8) 0 , 2) the Jacobian is Lipschitz continuous in a region containing the initial guess, and 3) the first step of the Newton method taken from the initial point is relatively small. Because the Jacobians of g (x 0 ) and w (x 0 ) only differ by a sign, it follows that for square systems the observability condition based on the rank of the Jacobian at x 0 can be substituted by a rank condition at x (0) 0 . Therefore, satisfying the rank condition at x We determine the solution of equation (8) by numerically solving the following optimization problem:
where ≤ is applied element-wise and x 0 , x 0 ∈ R n are the bounds on the optimization variables taking into account the physical constraints of the network (these constraints can be modified to also include nonlinear functions of x 0 ). The problem in equation (10) is a constrained non-linear least-squares problem [42] , which we solve using the trust region reflective (TRR) algorithm [43] [44] [45] [46] . It is important to note that while we do not consider measurement noise here, the effect of the noise on least-squares problems is well-studied in the literature [47] . To quantify the estimation accuracy, we introduce the estimation error η = x 0 − x 0 2 / x 0 2 , wherex 0 is the solution of the optimization problem (10).
III-A Calculating the Jacobian
In order to significantly speed up the computations of the state estimate, we derive the Jacobians of the function g(x 0 ) in equation (10) for the three postulated models. Without these analytical formulas, each element of the Jacobian would have to be computed using finite differences, resulting in unwanted computational burden. The Jacobian matrix J(x 0 ) ∈ R N r×n of the function g (x 0 ) ∈ R N r needs to be calculated at the point x
0 , where i indicates the ith iteration of the TRR method for solving the optimization problem in equation (10) . For the computation of the Jacobians we adopt the numerator layout notation. Using the chain rule, it is possible to express the Jacobian matrix J(x (i) 0 ) as follows:
. . .
where
That is, the derivatives of the form of ∂x j+1 /∂x j , j = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1, in equation (11) are evaluated at x (i) j . Note that in equation (11) we assume that x j+1 is formally expressed as a function of only x j (without any implicit dependence on x j+1 ). Under mild conditions, the existence of such an expression follows from the implicit function theorem.
Jacobians for the BE and TI models
The first challenge in computing the Jacobians originates from the implicit nature of the state equations of the BE and TI models defined in Section II. Namely, the term x k appears on both sides of the corresponding equations, and consequently, the corresponding partial derivatives will appear on both sides of equations. To see this in the case of the BE model, for the time step j we can write
where j = 1, 2, . . . , N − 2 and I n is the n × n identity matrix. From this equation it follows that
where A 1 ∈ R n×n . Assuming that the matrix A 1 is invertible (which is a sufficient condition for the implicit function theorem to guarantee the existence of x j as a function of only x j−1 ), we obtain
Using a similar argument, in the case of the TI model, we obtain
The expressions in equations (15) and (16) show that to evaluate the Jacobian matrices of the corresponding models at the point x 0 . This procedure needs to be repeated for every iteration i of the TRR method to solve the optimization problem in equation (10) .
Jacobian for the IRK model
In the case of the IRK model, defined in equations (3), (4) , and (5), the evaluation of the Jacobian matrix becomes even more involved numerically. By setting the time step k in equation (5) to j, and differentiating such an expression, we obtain
To evaluate (17) we need to determine the partial derivatives ∂ζ ζ ζ 1,j /∂x j−1 and ∂ζ ζ ζ 2,j /∂x j−1 . By differentiating equations (3) and (4), we obtain   ∂ζ ζ ζ1,j ∂xj−1 ∂ζ ζ ζ2,j ∂xj−1
Assuming that the matrix (I 2n − A 2 ) is invertible, where A 2 ∈ R 2n×2n , from the last expression we have
After the matrix S has been computed, we can substitute its elements in (17) to calculate the partial derivatives.
From (18) we see that to calculate the partial derivatives, we need to know the vectors {ζ ζ ζ
2,j }, j = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1. These vectors can be obtained by simulating the system given by equations (3), (4), and (5), with an initial condition equal to x 
IV Optimal sensor selection
We consider a fixed number of sensors r that represent directly observed nodes in the network. Accordingly, we introduce a vector b ∈ {0, 1} n , where its ith entry, denoted by b i , is 1 if node i is observed and 0 otherwise. In total, vector b should have r entries equal to 1, that is
Then, let the parametrized output equation be defined by y
n×n . Given a particular choice of b, matrix C 1 is compressed into the matrix C ∈ R r×n by eliminating zero rows of C 1 . Following the steps used to obtain equation (9), we define the parametrized equation
Linearizing the last equation around the initial state x 0 , we obtain
where ∆y
, and x * 0 is a state close to the initial state x 0 . Here, the Jacobian
where ⊗ is the Kronecker product. This Jacobian has a form similar to the Jacobian given in equation (11), except for the minus sign and the parametrization b. We note that the linearization (20) can also be performed around states different from the initial state that we want to estimate. Importantly, our numerical experiments indicate that the approach is robust with respect to the uncertainties in the initial state.
The main idea of our approach is to quantify observability by the numerical ability to accurately solve (10), which depends to a large extent on the spectrum of
Our objective is to optimize this spectrum, which can be achieved, in particular, by maximizing the product of the eigenvalues. Accordingly, we determine the optimal sensor selection as the solution of the following optimization problem:
where r is the number of sensor nodes to be placed. Compared to other approaches in the literature based on empirical observability Gramians [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] to quantify observability, our approach has the significant computational advantage that only a single simulation of the network dynamics is required to evaluate the cost function. In the case of empirical Gramians, typically order n simulations of the dynamics are required (for further details, see Appendix C). We provide a thorough comparison of our approach for sensor placement with other approaches in Section V. It is also important to note that, in real systems, some variables cannot be experimentally observed at all. In our approach, such limitations can be easily incorporated as additional constraints in (22) .
Special attention in the objective function has to be given to the eigenvalues of the Jacobian. Specifically, one should always check a posteriori that the Jacobian does not have small or zero eigenvalues. If it does, a different observability measure should be used, such as the negative of the smallest eigenvalue or the condition number. A discussion of matrix measures other than the determinant is provided in Appendix C.
The optimization problem in (22) belongs to the class of integer optimization problems and in the general case it is non-convex. To solve it, we use the NOMAD solver, implemented in the OPTI toolbox [14, 48, 49] .
Our numerical results show that, despite being non-convex, the problem can be solved for n = 500, N = 200, and r = 50 in just a few minutes on a standard current desktop computer. We note that in larger systems the discrete optimization may become computationally infeasible. However, numerical solvers typically relax the problem by searching for an approximate (suboptimal) solution, which remains scalable. In practice, one can loosen the solver's convergence tolerances to obtain a fast approximate solution. In subsequent iterations, the solution may be further refined using tighter tolerances, until the solution (the set of chosen sensors) provides satisfactory state estimation results.
As numerically illustrated in the next section, the problem in (22) can also be effectively solved using the greedy algorithm proposed in [13] . However, the complete justification for using such an approach in the case of this optimization requires further theoretical developments that go beyond the scope of this paper (for more details, see Section V-C).
V Numerical results
We now demonstrate the efficacy of our approach through numerical experiments on chemical and biological networks. The general setup of the simulations is as follows. The observation data set O N is obtained by integrating the continuous-time dynamics in equation (1) using the MATLAB solver ode15s, specially designed for stiff dynamics.
V-A Applications to combustion networks
We consider a hydrogen combustion reaction network (H 2 /O 2 ) consisting of 9 species and 27 reactions, and the natural gas combustion network GRI-Mech 3.0, which consists of 53 species and 325 reactions. The state-space model is formulated asẋ(t) = Γq c (x(t)), where x(t) ∈ R n ≥0 is a state vector whose n entries are the species concentrations. The matrix Γ ∈ R n×nr consists of stoichiometric coefficients, where n r is the number of reactions, and the function q c (x(t)) : R n → R nr consists of entries that are polynomials in x (see Appendix A). The data to calculate the forward and backward reaction rates are taken from the reaction mechanisms database provided with the Cantera software [50] , files "h2o2.cti" and "gri30.cti" for the H 2 /O 2 and GRI-Mech 3.0 networks, respectively. The rate constants are calculated using the modified Arrhenius law and the thermodynamic data available in the reaction mechanisms database. We ran the simulations under isothermal and constant volume conditions; the initial pressure used in our simulation is the atmospheric pressure and the temperature is 2500 K. The entries of the "true" initial state x 0 (concentrations of species in moles per liter) are calculated by
where the entries of the vector r 1 ∈ R n are drawn from the uniform distribution on the interval (0, 1) and c 1 ∈ R n is the vector of ones. The initial guesses x (0) 0 for solving the optimization problem in equation (10) are generated in the same way (but independently from the true initial state). The lower bound x 0 is a vector of zeros, whereas the upper bound x 0 is omitted in the optimization problem, because x 0 is not bounded from above in this case.
The choice of the time step h for discretizing the dynamics was determined based on its impact on the state estimation error, as shown in Fig. 2 . In general, the network cannot be fully observed when the discretization time step is much larger than the dominant time constant in the system. We found that for the combustion networks analyzed here, the optimal choice is h = 10 −13 (seconds). Since observing real combustion experiments at the resolution of picoseconds may be possible using femtosecond spectroscopy [51, 52] , essentially all but the fastest reacting components could be estimated in a real experiment.
The OIDs are shown in Figs. 3a and b for the H 2 /O 2 and GRI-Mech 3.0 networks, respectively. In each case, the OID consists of two SCCs, of which one has a single node. This node is argon (Ar), which is an inert gas whose concentration remains constant and can influence the concentration of other species through pressure. The large SCC has no incoming edges and is thus a root component in both networks. From the 
is computed using the BE (red line), TI (blue line), and IRK (black line) discretization methods. This comparison is for the H2/O2 network, with N = 200, h = 10 −13 , and x * k computed using ode15s. In both panels, the results are averaged over 100 realizations of random initial conditions, as defined in equation (23) .
theory proposed in [10] , the complete network observability can be ensured by placing a single sensor in the root SCC. Accordingly, in our numerical simulations we make sure that at least one sensor is placed in the large SCC. In addition, before solving the optimization problem (22), we place a sensor on the node forming the small SCC. This way, we avoid scenarios in which the observability measure would numerically overflow due to a badly conditioned Jacobian in (22) (especially when the number of sensor nodes is constrained to be small). More generally, some sensors may be placed a priori in non-root SCCs of any given network (irrespective of the number of SCCs) to avoid similar scenarios. In the context of our approach, these sensor additions can only further improve observability.
To proceed, we define the sensor fraction f = r/n as the fraction of nodes in the network that are selected as sensors. We first compare the estimation errors η for the three postulated models. The results are shown in Figs. 4a and b for a random sensor selection in the large SCCs. These results show that the IRK model produces the lowest estimation error η, which is consistent with it being more accurate than the BE and TI models. In addition, the IRK model also provides the smallest time-dependent error ξ k at every step k, as shown in Fig. 2b . The price of this is the increased computational complexity of the estimation procedure based on the IRK model. Note that all three models exhibit a non-zero estimation error for the sensor fraction f = 1 (i.e., when all nodes are directly observed), which originates from model uncertainties, given that the postulated models only approximate the system used to generate the "real" data.
Next, we solve the optimal sensor placement problem given by equation (22) for N = 200 and several values of f , and compute estimation error for the resulting optimal sensor selection. From the results shown in Figs. 5a and b we conclude that the optimal sensor selection method performs significantly better than random sensor selection. Note that the observation horizon length N has a strong influence on the sensor selection performance, which we show in detail in Section V-C. The probability of selecting the nodes using the optimal sensor selection method is obtained by calculating the frequency with which each node is chosen as a sensor in the solution of the optimal sensor selection problem for the various sensor fractions f used in Fig. 5 . In this calculation, the contribution to the selection probabilities is weighted uniformly across different f , since the optimal sensor selection is generally unique for a given f . The probabilities are shown color-coded in Fig. 3 .
V-B Applications to biological networks
We consider a cell death (CD) regulatory network model [29] and a survival signaling (SS) network model of T cells [28, 30] , having n = 25 and n = 54 nodes, respectively. Each node in these networks represents a gene, a gene product, or a concept (e.g., apoptosis), which can be active or inactive. Both systems are modeled as Boolean networks, where the activation of one node influences the activation of others. Following the standard practice, we transformed the Boolean relations into continuous-time dynamics using the ODEFY software toolbox [53] ; specifically, we used the Hillcube method with the threshold parameter of 0.5. We also simplified the state-space model of the CD and SS networks, as follows. The original CD network contains 28 nodes, however 3 of them are input nodes (FASL, TNF, and FADD), whose values are set to 0.5 in our simulations. This way, they are eliminated from the network. Similarly, the original SS network contains 60 nodes, however 6 of them are input nodes. The input nodes TAX, Stimuli2, and CD45 are set to zero, whereas the other input nodes, Stimuli, IL15, and PDGF, are set to 1. After this simplification, the CD network has 7 SCCs and the SS network has 4 SCCs in the OID, as shown in Fig. 6 .
The entries of the initial state and the guesses for solving equation (10) are generated from the uniform distribution on the interval (0, 1), where x 0 and x 0 are taken to be the vectors of ones and zeros, respectively.
The estimation error, shown in Fig. 7 , behaves similarly to the error observed in the combustion networks.
The results of the optimal sensor selection are shown in Figs. 8a and b (blue lines), where we compare it with two other approaches. As in Fig. 5b , one approach is essentially graph-theoretic and consists of random placement under the constraint of having at least one sensor in each SCC (histograms). The other approach is a variant of our optimal sensor selection method in which we lift the constraint of having at least one sensor in each SCC (red lines). The results show the significant advantage of our approach compared to the others.
The probability of selecting the nodes using the optimal sensor selection method is color-coded in Fig. 6 . The results are averages over 100 realizations of the random sensor selections and random initial conditions.
V-C Comparison to other sensor selection methods
We now compare our sensor selection method to other methods available in the literature. Two main approaches are available, one based on empirical Gramians (which can have various definitions) and the other based on heuristic measures of observability. Further details on these approaches are provided in Appendix C. For our analysis, we specify the following methods: • Method 1. The empirical observability Gramian is computed using Definition 2 (see Appendix B) and the optimal sensor selection is performed by solving the optimization problem in equations (53) and (54).
• Method 2. The empirical observability Gramian is computed using Definition 3 (see Appendix B) and the optimal sensor selection is performed by solving the optimization problem in equations (53) and (54).
• Method 3. This is our approach.
• Method 4. Modified version of our approach, where we use a greedy algorithm [13] instead of the NOMAD method to solve (22) .
The motivation behind Method 4 is our conjecture that the cost function in (22) is submodular. If the conjecture is correct then the optimization can be solved by a greedy algorithm efficiently, and potentially faster than by the NOMAD solver. However, we leave the proof of this conjecture for future work.
Once the optimal sensor locations are determined, we estimate the initial state and compute the estimation error η. In order to validate the optimal sensor selection procedure, we compare it with a random sensor selection. Namely, in the case of the H 2 /O 2 network, we generate all possible selections of the sensors for certain sensor fractions, whereas in the case of the GRI-Mech 3.0 network we generate 100 random sensor selections, and for such selections we compute the initial state estimates and the estimation errors. In the validation step, the observation data are generated by simulating the network starting from the same initial state that has been used in sensor selection methods to compute the empirical observability Gramians or the cost function in equation (57). This is a "true" state, which is generated using equation (23) . The initial guess of the true state is also generated using equation (23), and is generally not equal to the true state. We use h = 10 −13 , the IRK model, and vary the observation length N to investigate the effect of the observation length on the optimal sensor selection performance. Figure 9 shows the comparison for the H 2 /O 2 network and N = 50. It can be observed that all 4 methods perform relatively poorly compared to the random sensor selection. This is due to the fact that the total number of samples N used in the computation of the cost functions and for the state estimation, is relatively short compared to the slowest time constant in the system. Consequently, the empirical observability Gramians and the Jacobians do not accurately capture the network dynamical behavior. Figure 10 shows the results for the H 2 /O 2 network and N = 200. In sharp contrast to the case of N = 50, shown in Fig. 9 , the results shown in Fig. 10 are dramatically improved. We see that the methods perform well compared to a random sensor selection and that their performance is similar. The results can be additionally improved by selecting even larger N , however, at the expense of the increased computational complexity. To quantify the relative performance of the sensor selection methods, we calculate the logarithmic error differences log η (method i) − log η 
Comparison of computational complexity
Compared to Methods 1 and 2, which are based on the observability empirical Gramians, the computational complexity of Methods 3 and 4 is much lower. This is because the computation of the empirical observability Gramians requires the network dynamics simulations for a number of perturbations of the initial condition, and each of these simulations have computational time scaling with at least O(n 3 ). In practice, this computational complexity might be even higher due to model stiffness. On the other hand, to compute the cost functions for Methods 3 and 4, it is only necessary to simulate the dynamics for a single initial condition. This is reflected in the computational times of these methods shown in Fig. 11 . Method 3 (our approach)
is almost an order of magnitude faster than Method 1, and two orders of magnitude faster than Method 2, across a wide range of parameters. We note that this difference will become even larger for larger networks.
Method 4 (variant of our approach) is faster than Method 3 for the parameters shown in Fig. 11 , since the greedy algorithm evaluates the objective function fewer times than the NOMAD solver. However, this may not always be the case when both the network size n and the fraction of observed nodes f are large. In such cases, Method 4 may become slower because the number of objective function evaluations is proportional to n × f in this method. On the other hand, the number of objective function evaluations in Method 3 is determined by the convergence thresholds of the solver, which do not necessarily depend on n or f . value for small f . Additional error reduction can be achieved by significantly increasing the observation length N , but our results show that η starts to saturate for larger values of N . Furthermore, the value of N is usually constrained by the available computational power and the necessarily limited number of measurements in real experiments, and it cannot be increased to infinity. On the other hand, for small f , the estimation procedure becomes ill-conditioned and the number of iterations of the TRR method dramatically increases (see Fig. 12 ). This implies that, in practice, the observation performance can be severely degraded by measurement noise and that we need more time to compute the estimate when the fraction of observed nodes is smaller.
V-D Discussion of the results
For the networks we consider, our sensor selection procedure ensures that at least one sensor node is selected within each SCC of the OID. From a purely structural analysis of Figs. 3 and 6, it would appear that the initial state could be reconstructed from the measurements of these sensors. However, from our results, it follows that in practice this is not possible in general. As the sensor fraction f approaches a small number, the estimation error η dramatically increases. Furthermore, the number of iterations of the TRR method also dramatically increases, implying that the time to compute the estimate significantly increases (see Fig. 13a ). We have verified through supplementary simulations that these conclusions are still valid even if the data-generating model is the same as the model postulated for observing the state. This suggests that the observed behavior does not originate from the model uncertainties alone-it can also be caused by limitations in numerical precision. In the extreme case of a large network with a fraction of sensor nodes that is too small, we would need an enormous amount of time to compute the estimate, and the estimation error would be large. In the case of small sensor fractions, the estimation error η can be decreased by increasing N ; however, larger N also increases the computational complexity of the estimation method, as illustrated in Fig. 13b .
For completeness, we have tested potential correlations with several node centrality metrics: betweenness centrality, closeness centrality, degree (both in-and out-degrees), and pagerank, which were calculated for every network studied here. In some cases we observe that the nodes selected by the optimal sensor selection method have larger than average centrality values, but beyond that we observe no clear correlation between individual centrality measures and the probability of selecting a node. The correlation coefficients between sensor selection probability and centrality measures are summarized in Appendix D. For the H 2 /O 2 network, the most probable sensor nodes are the primary reactants and products, namely, H 2 , O 2 , and H 2 O. For the GRI-Mech 3.0 network, this is only partially true; several probable sensor nodes are main reactants and products, such as CH 4 , O 2 , and H 2 O, but others are unstable radicals, such as CH 3 and C 2 H 5 . We can only conclude that these species are selected because they carry the most information about the dynamics of other species in the mechanism. Similar conclusions hold for the biological networks as well. For example, in the CD network, two of the most frequently selected nodes (BAX and IKK) are primers for certain activation pathways [29] .
VI Conclusions
Our results indicate that there is a fundamental limitation in network state estimation that, to the best of our knowledge, has not been considered before. This limitation stems from the complex interaction between three quantities: the number of available sensors, the observation length, and the condition number of the system's Jacobian. While in principle the estimation accuracy can be improved by increasing the number of sensors and the observation length, this is usually not feasible in practice. Apart from physical limitations of a real system (i.e., the number of available sensors, and the amount of available data), the fundamental limitation is the amount of computation needed to calculate the state estimate. Either the improvement of the condition number requires an unrealistic amount of data to be processed, or the number of iterations (and precision) remains too large due to bad conditioning. The best possible balance between these limitations for a given system can be found by our approach to optimal sensor selection. The results on the latter clearly illustrate the great potential of our framework compared to what would be possible with purely graph-theoretic approaches or approaches based on empirical Gramians, particularly as the number of SCCs and state variables increase. Our optimal sensor selection method indeed proves to be extremely useful in scenarios involving combinatorial explosion, such as in the case of large networks.
Appendices

A Combustion networks
A combustion network is defined by
where M i , i = 1, 2, . . . , n, are chemical species (e.g., H, O, or H 2 ), n and n r are the total numbers of chemical species and reactions, respectively, and α ji and β ji are stoichiometric coefficients. To equation (24) we assign n coupled differential equations of the form [34] 
where x i ∈ R ≥0 is the concentration of the species M i , x = col (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ) ∈ R n is the vector of concentrations (state vector), and q j is a polynomial function. This function has the following form:
where d 
where q c (x) = col (q 1 (x) , q 2 (x) , . . . , q nr (x)) and the matrix Γ = [γ ij ] ∈ R n×nr has entries γ ij = β ji − α ji .
Equation (27) is the state-space model of the combustion networks.
B Empirical Gramians of Nonlinear Systems
Some of the approaches proposed in the literature for sensor placement are based on the concept of empirical observability Gramian of nonlinear systems [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . Here, we review previous definitions of the empirical observability Gramian and introduce a new definition that is more suitable for the class of network systems we consider. We also provide guidelines for numerical computation and parameter selection.
Definition 1.
We first consider the definition of the empirical observability Gramian introduced in [15] . Let T n = {T 1 , T 2 , . . . , T v } be a set of v orthogonal, n × n matrices; M = {c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c s } be a set of s positive constants;
and let E n = {e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e n } be a set of n standard unit vectors in R n . Furthermore, let us introduce the mean u of an arbitrary vector u as follows:
For the network dynamics with an output equation,
the empirical observability GramianX 1 ∈ R n×n is defined bŷ
Here Ψ lm (t) ∈ R n×n is a matrix whose (i, j)th entry is defined by
where y ilm (t) is the output of the network corresponding to the initial condition x 0 = c m T l e i . The sets M and T n are chosen by the user. Typical choices reported in the literature are [14, 15] : M = {0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1}
and T n = {I n , −I n }.
Definition 2.
An alternative definition of the empirical observability Gramian [16, 17] iŝ
Here the vector y ±i (t), i = 1, 2, . . . , n, is the output of the network at the time t for the initial condition x 0 ± γe i , where x 0 is an arbitrary vector and γ > 0 is a user choice. This definition is more attractive from the computational point of view, compared to the definition in equation (31), because with the choice of the initial condition x 0 we can freely choose the initial point around which we want to compute the empirical Gramian.
Definition 3.
The initial conditions x 0 ± γe i used to compute the empirical observability Gramian in equation (33), are not the most optimal choices from the computational point of view. Namely, γe i perturbs x 0 only in a single direction. We would like to construct a perturbation that is richer, such as the perturbation c m T l e i used to compute the empirical observability Gramian in equation (31) (where T l is not an identity matrix).
This motivates us to combine the above two definitions into a single one definition. We define the empirical observability Gramian as the following matrix:
and y ±ilm (t), i = 1, 2, . . . , n, is the output of the network at time t for the initial condition x 0 ± c m T l e i , where x 0 is an arbitrary vector.
It can be easily shown that in the case of the linear dynamicṡ
where A ∈ R n×n and C ∈ R r×n are the constant system matrices, and for τ = ∞ in (33), the definitions in equations (31) and (33) become equal to the observability Gramian of the linear system given in equations (37) and (38):
where exp(At) ∈ R n×n is the matrix exponential. In the sequel we show that the definition in equation (35) is equal to the definition given in equation (39) for linear systems. For the linear dynamics in equations (37) and (38) , and an arbitrary initial condition z ∈ R n , we have
From equation (40), it follows that
which implies that the (i, j)th entry of the matrix Φ lm (t) T Φ lm (t) in equation (35) is given by
On the other hand,
where Z = [z i,j ] is an arbitrary matrix. From equations (42) and (43), we have
The last expression implies that
which for τ = ∞ in equation (35) reduces to equation (39) .
Computation of the observability Gramians
To compute any of the empirical observability Gramians previously introduced, we first need to approximate the integrals. We use a trapezoidal method for approximating integrals because its computational complexity is low. To compute the expressions in equation (35), we need to approximate the integral
First we divide [0, τ ] into Q segments divided by points
The approximation of χ is defined by
where ∆t i = t i − t i−1 . Taking this into account, the approximate empirical Gramian of X 3 , has the following form:
Similarly, we can define the approximate Gramians ofX 1 andX 2 .
To compute equation (50), we need to evaluate the matrix function F lm (t i ) at the discrete-time steps t i , i = 0, 1, . . . , Q. This requires the knowledge of the state sequences x(t i ) from different initial states.
For simplicity, we choose equidistant time steps ∆t i = const. In the results reported in Section V-C, the discrete-time sequences are computed on the basis of the IRK model.
Parameter choice of the observability Gramians
To compute the empirical observability Gramians we need to choose the sets T n and M, the parameters γ and τ , as well as the initial condition x 0 . The principle for choosing these parameters is that all the initial states from which the computation of the state trajectory starts, should be within the physical limits of the state variables. For example, in the case of the combustion networks, the entries of the initial states should be positive, whereas in the case of the biological networks the entries of the initials states should be in the interval [0, 1]. For brevity, we explain the parameter selection for the case of combustion networks. Similar principles can be used in the case of biological networks. In all three definitions, the initial conditions are specified by equation (23) .
In Definition 1, we choose T n = {I n } (unlike the choice of {I n , −I n } reported in [14, 15] ) and M = {0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1}. The improper integral is approximated by replacing the ∞ by a finite value τ . A rule of thumb for the selection of the parameter τ is to choose it in such a way that for an arbitrary initial condition the majority of state trajectories approximately reach the steady states. However, because the computational complexity of computing the empirical observability Gramians increases with τ , its value should not be very large. That is, there is a trade-off between the computational complexity and the value of τ . As we show in Section V-C, the value of τ dramatically influences the results, and it should be as large as possible.
In Definition 2, we choose γ = 0.5. Our numerical results show that for the selection of the initial condition given by equation (23), the entries of the perturbed initial conditions (almost) always stay positive.
The value of τ is selected in the same manner as in Definition 1.
In Definition 3, the matrices T i that are elements of the set T n are chosen using the following procedure.
First, we generate random matrices S i , i = 1, 2, . . . , v, whose entries are drawn from the standard normal distribution. After these matrices are constructed, we perform QR decompositions [6] :
The matrix Q i is orthogonal, and consequently, we chose T i = Q i for all i. 
C Existing approaches for optimal sensor selection
We briefly summarize the two approaches from the literature against which our optimal sensor selection method is compared in Section V-C.
The starting point of both approaches is the parameterized output equation:
where C 1 (b) = diag (b) ∈ R n×n and b ∈ R n is the parametrization vector. Once we have selected the sensors, the matrix C 1 is compressed into the matrix C ∈ R r×n that is used to define the output equation (2) .
First approach
The first approach is based on the empirical observability Gramians defined in Appendix B. This approach is explained on the example of the empirical observability Gramian introduced in Definition 3. It can be easily modified such that it is based on the empirical Gramians introduced in the other two definitions.
We start from the approximate empirical Gramian X 3 defined in equation (50) . By substituting equation (52) into equation (36) , the matrix Φ lm (t) becomes a function of the parametrization vector b, that is, Φ lm (t) = Φ lm (t, b). Then, substituting such an expression in equation (47), we similarly obtain that Several criteria have been used to quantify the degree of observability using empirical Gramians. Widely used criteria are the minimal singular (eigenvalue), trace, condition number, and the determinant of the empirical observability Gramian [14, 16, 18] . The degree of observability based on the matrix determinant is attractive from the optimization point of view, mainly because the matrix determinant is a smooth function of the matrix entries [14] . Accordingly, we measure the degree of observability using the matrix determinant.
Similarly to equation (22) , the optimal sensor locations are determined as the solution of the following optimization problem:
We solve this optimization problem using the NOMAD solver implemented in the OPTI toolbox [14, 48, 49] .
Second approach
An elegant approach to the sensor selection for linear systems has been developed in [13] . This approach determines the optimal sensor locations by performing a finite number of evaluations of a set function that measures the observability degree of a network. It is shown that this method works well for linear systems provided that the set function is submodular (for more details, see [13] ). Although it is developed for linear systems, we apply this approach to nonlinear systems without providing explicit proofs that justify the application of such a method for nonlinear systems. Our results show that this approach works relatively well even for nonlinear systems.
Let V = {1, 2, . . . , n} be a set where n is the total number of nodes in our network. Let a set function l : 2 V → R assign a real number to each subset S of V . The subset S is the set of sensors that we want to choose. For example, if we select S = {1, 2, 9} then for such a choice, the function l returns a real value quantifying the degree of observability. The problem of optimal sensor selection of r nodes can be formulated as the following optimization problem:
It is easy to see that the optimization problems defined in equations (53) and (54), and in equations (22), belong to the same class of optimization problems as the optimization problem in equation (55). The greedy algorithm for solving the optimization problem in equation (55) has the following form. We start with an empty set S 0 , then for i = 1, 2, . . . r and perform the following two steps:
1. Compute the gain ∆ (a|S i ) = l (S i ∪ {a}) − l (S i ) for all elements a ∈ V \ S i .
2. Define the set S i+1 by adding the element a to the set S i with the highest gain,
It is known that the greedy algorithm performs well for submodular functions l. In [13] , it is shown that the log det (·) function of the controllability Gramian of a linear system is submodular. Motivated by this we define the function l to be
where x 0 is fixed and it is not considered as an argument of the l function and J 1 (b, x 0 ) is the Jacobian used in equation (20) . In equation (57) we slightly abuse the notation since l is originally defined as a function that maps the set S into a real value. On the other hand, the definition in equation (57) maps an n-dimensional vector into a real value. However, the sensors are marked by the position of the non-zero entries of b. The proof of the submodularity of the function l defined in equation (57) is left out and it is a future research topic. 
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